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Abstract 

Previous studies demonstrate that politicians’ issue positions and rhetorical styles have grown 

increasingly extreme. It remains unclear, however, whether extremity pays off electorally. To 

investigate whether citizens penalize or reward candidates who take extreme issue positions and 

adopt an extreme rhetorical style, we conducted two pre-registered conjoint experiments in the 

U.S. (N = 2,006) and Israel (N = 1,999). In both experiments, participants chose between 

candidates who varied randomly in their issue position extremity, rhetorical extremity, and 

several other personal attributes. The results are consistent in showing that extremity is costly for 

candidates. In both countries, citizens penalize both in-party and out-party candidates for 

extreme positions and rhetoric. On average, extremity decreases candidate favorability by 16 

percentage points, an effect larger than those of all other candidate attributes examined. We 

conclude that when given a choice, citizens prefer moderate politicians over extreme ones. 
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The Causal Effect of Candidate Extremity on Citizens’ Preferences: Evidence from 

Conjoint Experiments 

A growing literature demonstrates that the issue positions and rhetorical styles of political 

elites have become increasingly extreme. In the U.S. and elsewhere, policy disagreements at the 

elite level have become more intense and consistent, as many candidates and parties have moved 

away from the center of the ideological spectrum toward the left and right extremes (Bartels 

2016; Lupu 2015; McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2016; Moral 2017). In addition to increasingly 

divergent issue positions, recent scholarship suggests that politicians’ rhetorical style has also 

become more extreme. For example, in their public communications, contemporary elites often 

express simple ideas with absolute confidence (Jordan, Sterling, Pennebaker, and Boyd 2019) 

and show diminishing tolerance for opposing views (Hetherington and Rudolph 2015; McCoy, 

Rahman, and Somer 2018). 

While prior studies indicate that the positions and rhetoric of politicians often go to the 

extremes, the electoral consequences of candidate extremity remain unclear. Studies evaluating 

citizens’ reactions to candidates who adopt extreme issue positions have yielded mixed results: 

some find that extreme politicians do worse electorally than moderate ones (Caughey and 

Warshaw 2019; Hall 2015; Hall and Thompson 2018), whereas others find that extremists face 

little or no penalty (Tausanovitch and Warshaw 2018; Utych 2020b, 2020a). As for rhetoric, 

while evidence suggests many politicians have adopted an extreme communication style, the 

concept of extreme rhetoric has not been adequately defined, and its causal effects on candidate 

preference have hardly been investigated. This gap is unfortunate because past research shows 

that citizens respond to elites’ rhetorical strategies as much as they do to their policy positions 

(Grimmer 2013; Grose, Malhotra, and Parks Van Houweling 2015; Rogowski and Stone 2020). 
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Against this background, the goal of the current study is to assess the causal effects of 

extreme issue positions and rhetoric on candidate preference. We do this with two pre-registered 

conjoint experiments conducted in the U.S. (N = 2,006) and Israel (N = 1,999). Both our 

experiments presented participants with a choice between candidates for national political office 

who varied randomly in their issue position extremity as well as rhetorical extremity. We also 

randomly varied several other candidate attributes shown in previous research to predict citizens’ 

preferences, such as gender and prior political experience. 

Our results are consistent in showing that citizens penalize (i.e., are less likely to prefer) 

extreme candidates, as compared to moderate candidates. In both countries, respondents penalize 

both in-party and out-party candidates who take extreme issue positions as well as those using 

extreme rhetoric. The negative effects of extremity on candidate preference are larger (often 

much larger) than the effects of any other candidate attribute we have examined, including such 

critical aspects for those who seek political office as having prior political experience (Kirkland 

and Coppock 2018). 

Our findings inform the ongoing debate in the literature about whether or not extreme 

candidates do worse electorally than moderate ones (Hall and Thompson 2018; Tausanovitch and 

Warshaw 2018; Utych 2020a). Our results suggest that citizens do sanction extremists, and this 

conclusion is bolstered by several features of our study. First, we obtain practically identical 

results in two countries with different political systems. Second, when comparing the effect sizes 

of extremity to those of our (randomly assigned) covariates, we find that the penalty politicians 

face for being extreme is substantively large. Finally, while most prior studies exploring the 

impact of candidate extremity on citizens’ preferences have utilized observational designs, we 

present experimental evidence. Specifically, we employ conjoint experiments, which are ideal 
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for studying multidimensional preferences like candidate choice because they allow estimating 

the causal effects of multiple attributes affecting a decision (Bansak, Hainmueller, Hopkins, and 

Yamamoto 2021). 

Another way in which our study contributes to the literature is by conceptualizing elite 

extremity as consisting of two distinct dimensions: the issue positions politicians take and the 

rhetorical style they adopt. Although research shows that citizens respond to elites’ rhetorical 

strategies as much as they do to their policy positions (Grose et al., 2015; Rogowski & Stone, 

2020), previous studies have focused almost exclusively on the electoral consequences of 

extreme issue positions. We address this gap in the literature by (a) proposing a novel, two-

dimensional conceptualization of extreme rhetoric and (b) evaluating the effects of extreme 

positions and rhetoric independently. Our results demonstrate that the distinction between 

extreme positions and rhetoric is consequential. We find that elite extremity shapes candidate 

preference via two independent routes—content and style—and each route is sufficient to 

produce an electoral penalty. 

The final contribution we wish to highlight is to research examining the implications of 

elite polarization for democracy. While some studies find that elite extremity can have certain 

benefits, such as clarifying for voters where the parties stand on issues (e.g., Levendusky 2010), 

most research points to negative democratic consequences like increasing inter-party hostility 

(Lelkes 2021) and decreasing voter turnout (Rogowski 2014). Our results highlight yet another 

worrisome implication for democracy. While numerous previous studies show that elites have 

become increasingly extreme (e.g., McCarty et al., 2016), our results demonstrate that most 

citizens prefer the opposite (i.e., moderate elites). This points to the existence of a representation 
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gap, whereby citizens’ (mostly moderate) preferences are incongruent with the (increasingly 

extreme) behavior of representatives (Bafumi & Herron, 2010; Bartels, 2016). 

Two Dimensions of Elite Extremity 

Previous research identifies two interrelated yet separate dimensions of elite extremity: 

the issue positions of politicians and their rhetorical style (Persily, 2015; Russell, 2021; Utych, 

2019). While the dimensions of extreme positions and rhetoric likely co-vary, they are 

theoretically distinguishable. There is growing evidence that candidates adjust their rhetorical 

strategies in response to electoral incentives, often without altering their policy positions. When 

moderate politicians are incentivized to portray themselves as strong partisans, they use more 

extreme language in their campaign messaging (Acree, Gross, Smith, Sim, et al. 2020). 

Similarly, when extreme politicians wish to appear closer to the center, they adopt more 

moderate, bipartisan, and vague rhetoric (Sparks 2019). In those instances, candidates “retain 

relatively fixed policy positions but morph their language, chameleon-like, from appearing more 

extreme to appearing more moderate” (Acree, Gross, Smith, Sim, and Boydstun 2020, 127). 

Based on these findings, we believe it is essential to independently evaluate the effects of 

extreme issue positions and an extreme rhetorical style. 

The first dimension of elite extremity, issue positions, captures politicians’ stated beliefs 

about concrete societal and political problems. Issue positions are considered a fundamental 

aspect of political ideology. As Costa (2021, 345–346) notes, while ideology is “conceived to be 

an abstract organization of values, issue positions are how those values manifest.” Indeed, issue 

positions have been used in numerous studies to operationalize the ideological extremity of 

citizens and legislators (e.g., Bartels 2016; Druckman, Levendusky, and McLain 2018; Klar 

2014; Lelkes 2021; Stone and Simas 2010). In the literature, issue positions are typically 
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theorized to lie along a continuum ranging from extremely liberal to extremely conservative, 

with moderate positions in between. While extreme positions represent strong adherence to a 

liberal or conservative viewpoint, moderate positions reject the extremes and reflect some degree 

of compromise between considerations on both sides. For example, a politician arguing that 

abortion should be legal in all cases is taking an extremely liberal position on that issue. 

However, a politician arguing that abortion should only be legal in some cases (e.g., during the 

first trimester of pregnancy) is taking a more moderate liberal stance, as her position is closer to 

the conservative end of the scale (Gooch and Huber 2020). 

Unlike issue positions, which are well conceptualized and extensively studied, research 

on extreme rhetoric is more scarce and less consistent. Prior studies have examined related 

concepts, such as partisan rhetoric (Russell 2021) or uncivil rhetoric (Skytte 2021). While these 

concepts capture relevant dimensions of elite conflict, neither type of rhetoric necessarily 

indicates that the speaker is extreme (Van Prooijen 2021). We argue that to conceptualize 

extreme rhetoric properly, we must first identify the core characteristics of extreme individuals. 

According to a growing line of research, even though the left and right extremes have 

fundamentally different beliefs about what society should look like, extremists on both sides 

share several core features that differentiate them from moderates (van Prooijen, Krouwel, 

Boiten, and Eendebak 2015; Van Prooijen and Krouwel 2019; Zmigrod 2022). First, extremists 

are intolerant of beliefs different than their own and the people holding those beliefs (Brandt, 

Evans, and Crawford 2015; van Prooijen, Krouwel, Boiten, and Eendebak 2015; van Prooijen 

and Krouwel 2017). Second, extremists are overconfident in their judgment, meaning they 

believe they know more than they actually do and have unjustified certainty in their abilities 

(Busby 2022; Ortoleva and Snowberg 2015). Third, extremists on both sides are cognitively 
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simple: they view the social world in unidimensional, black-and-white terms, adopt simple 

solutions for complex problems, and display an increased desire for clarity (Lammers, Koch, 

Conway, and Brandt 2017; Luttig 2017). Importantly, the three features of extremity described 

above were observed not only among extreme citizens but also in the public communications of 

extreme politicians (Jordan, Sterling, Pennebaker, and Boyd 2019; McCoy, Rahman, and Somer 

2018; Van Prooijen 2021). 

Building on this line of research, we define extreme rhetoric as public communication by 

political elites that displays intolerance, overconfidence, or cognitive simplicity. In this 

definition, each of the three elements constitutes a sufficient condition for rhetorical extremity. 

Also, building on prior research emphasizing the distinction between the content of extreme 

beliefs and the structure of extremist thinking (Zmigrod 2022), this definition is agnostic about 

the content of one’s positions and focuses on the way one communicates his or her ideas. 

Do Citizens Penalize Extreme Politicians? 

Previous research finds that citizens are strongly influenced by both the policy positions 

politicians take and the rhetorical style they use. Voters are more likely to approve of politicians 

who support policies they themselves favor (Shor and Rogowski 2018); react to candidates’ 

policy positions even in the presence of party labels (Lelkes 2021; Treger 2022); and often adopt 

the issue positions of their representatives as their own (Broockman and Butler 2017; Lenz 

2013). Elite rhetoric also exerts an important influence on citizens. The way politicians present 

and explain their positions predicts their public support, and citizens respond to elites’ rhetorical 

strategies as much as they do to their actual behavior (Clifford, Jerit, Rainey, and Motyl 2015; 

Grimmer 2013; Grose, Malhotra, and Parks Van Houweling 2015; Rogowski and Stone 2020). 
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Interestingly, this perspective is shared by politicians, who report that the way they explain their 

decisions is as important as the decisions themselves (Fenno 1978; Kingdon 1989). 

Against this background, our study examines how citizens respond to extreme candidate 

positions and rhetoric. Do they approve of elite extremity and, therefore, reward extreme 

politicians? Alternatively, do citizens disapprove of extremity and penalize extremists? And are 

there systematic differences in responses to extreme positions and rhetoric? As we discuss 

below, despite the importance of these questions, past research provides no clear answers. 

The Effects of Extreme Issue Positions 

The question of how citizens react to candidates who take extreme issue positions has 

been studied extensively. However, the results of prior studies on this question are mixed. On the 

one hand, a large literature finds that extreme candidates do worse electorally than moderate 

ones (Ansolabehere, Snyder Jr, and Stewart III 2001; Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan 2002; 

Hall 2015; Hall and Thompson 2018). The most common theoretical explanation for this finding 

posits that extreme politicians are penalized because their positions are distant from the 

preferences of most voters. Despite robust evidence of elite polarization, much of the public 

holds moderate policy preferences (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder Jr 2006; Fiorina, 

Abrams, and Pope 2011; Fowler et al. 2022). By this account, candidates who take extreme 

positions lose public support because their extremity drives them away from the median voter, 

who is likely to be moderate (Downs 1957). Other theoretical accounts posit that citizens 

penalize extremists because extreme positions presented by politicians strengthen the perception 

of irreconcilable differences between the parties (Rogowski and Sutherland 2016) and accentuate 

partisan conflict at the elite level, which is a phenomenon the public generally dislikes 

(Harbridge and Malhotra 2011; Ramirez 2009). 
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On the other hand, there is also a sizable literature demonstrating that citizens do not 

penalize candidates who take extreme positions (Montagnes and Rogowski 2015; Tausanovitch 

and Warshaw 2018; Utych 2020b, 2020a). Different theoretical explanations have been proposed 

for this finding. Some argue that citizens vote based on proximity to parties rather than proximity 

to individual candidates (Tausanovitch and Warshaw 2018). Similarly, a longitudinal analysis 

has shown that citizens’ political predispositions (for example, their partisanship) play an 

increasingly important role in their decision making, whereas candidates’ positions matter less 

and less over time (Utych 2020a). Other research posits that extreme candidates are not 

penalized because, although the public as a whole remains moderate, partisan voters have 

polarized (Lelkes 2016). 

Given the mixed conclusions of past studies, we do not have strong a priori expectations 

regarding the effect of extreme issue positions on candidate preference. However, the 

inconsistent results of previous studies emphasize the critical importance of presenting new 

empirical evidence on this enduring question. The results we present here contribute to the 

literature in three important ways. First, our studies were conducted in two countries with very 

different political systems, namely, the U.S. and Israel. This empirical approach broadens the 

scope of existing evidence on the topic, which is predominantly U.S.-based. It also allows us to 

evaluate the generalizability of our conclusions cross-nationally. Second, we adopt an 

experimental approach, which enables us to identify the causal effect of candidate extremity on 

citizens’ preferences. Our experiments constitute an important addition to the existing literature, 

which is mostly observational. Past studies typically measure candidate extremity and use this 

measured quantity to predict election outcomes. Despite the clear advantages of observational 

studies in terms of external validity (e.g., they study actual election results), the fact that their 
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treatment is not randomly assigned makes them vulnerable to omitted variable bias and selection 

effects (Druckman, Green, Kuklinski, and Lupia 2011). Third, we employ conjoint experiments, 

which are ideal for studying multidimensional preferences like candidate choice since they allow 

researchers to estimate the causal effects of multiple attributes (Bansak, Hainmueller, Hopkins, 

and Yamamoto 2021). Despite the proven advantages of conjoint experiments in terms of 

validity (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014), statistical power (Kertzer, Renshon, and 

Yarhi-Milo 2021), and more, they have rarely been used to study citizens’ responses to extreme 

candidates. 

The Effects of Extreme Rhetoric 

Since we propose a novel conceptualization of extreme rhetoric, previous research 

provides little direct guidance on how this type of communication might affect citizens. 

However, based on studies examining similar questions and concepts, we expect extreme 

rhetoric to be ineffective. In fact, our (pre-registered) prediction is that extreme rhetoric will 

backlash, meaning that citizens will penalize politicians for using it. We base this hypothesis on 

three previous findings. First, extreme rhetoric reflects rigid adherence to a single viewpoint as 

well as explicit unwillingness to compromise. Yet research shows that citizens see compromise 

as a desirable way to resolve political disputes (Wolak 2020), positively evaluate parties who are 

willing to compromise (Johns and Kölln 2020), and reward politicians for cooperation across 

party lines (Paris 2017). Second, by presenting opposing views as illegitimate, extreme rhetoric 

violates democratic norms of tolerance and respect for difference (Petersen, Slothuus, Stubager, 

and Togeby 2011). However, evidence suggests that citizens dislike overly hostile elite rhetoric 

and sanction politicians who use it (Costa 2021; Frimer and Skitka 2018). Finally, several studies 

have investigated the influence of specific features of extreme rhetoric on citizens and found that 
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they decrease public support. For example, citizens perceive parties who offer simple solutions 

to problems as less competent (Johns and Kölln 2020). Based on these perspectives, we test the 

pre-registered hypothesis that citizens penalize politicians who use extreme rhetoric. 

Method 

To test whether citizens penalize or reward extreme candidates, we conducted two 

practically identical conjoint experiments in the U.S. and Israel. The U.S. experiment was 

administered online to a national sample of 2,006 American respondents recruited from Lucid 

(Coppock and McClellan 2019), and the Israeli experiment was administered online to a national 

sample of 1,999 Israeli respondents recruited from Panel4All (Tsfati 2020). Tables A1 and A2 in 

the Online Appendix present the sample composition in each experiment. Both experiments were 

pre-registered on March 10, 2022 (https://aspredicted.org/KRR_9LJ) and fielded during March 

2022. 

Conjoint experiments have several major advantages for our purposes here. First, unlike 

traditional survey experiments, they enable researchers to manipulate multiple traits 

simultaneously (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014). This enables us to provide a more 

valid account of real-life candidate choices, in which citizens face various trade-offs and 

consider multiple candidate attributes, of which extremity is only one aspect. Second, conjoint 

experiments reduce the threat of social desirability because they present potentially sensitive 

attributes along with a host of other non-sensitive attributes that vary randomly from task to task 

(Horiuchi, Markovich, and Yamamoto 2021). Utilizing a conjoint design enables us to ensure 

that if citizens penalize extreme candidates, they do not do so merely because they think others 

expect them to. Finally, paired conjoint experiments like those we employ here have been shown 

to outperform other survey experiments in terms of external validity (Hainmueller, Hangartner, 
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and Yamamoto 2015). Due to these advantages (and others), conjoint experiments have 

proliferated in political science in recent years, often to examine citizens’ candidate preferences 

(e.g., Franchino and Zucchini 2015; Kirkland and Coppock 2018). 

Our experiments were conducted in two countries: the U.S. and Israel. On the one hand, 

politics in both these countries is polarized and contentious (Fiorina and Abrams 2008; Gidron, 

Adams, and Horne 2020), which is conducive to the presence of extreme positions and rhetoric. 

On the other hand, there are important variations between these two cases that may shape 

citizens’ responses to elite extremity. In the U.S., the main political divide revolves around 

partisanship (Iyengar and Westwood 2015), while in Israel party attachments are unstable and 

people’s decision making is more influenced by identification with ideological groups (Oshri, 

Yair, and Huddy 2021). Furthermore, while in the American majoritarian electoral system “the 

winner takes all,” the Israeli proportional multiparty system often requires cooperation between 

ideological rivals in order to govern (Lijphart 2012). These systemic variations provide a solid 

basis for drawing broad inferences about the influence of candidate extremity on citizens’ 

preferences. Specifically, if we find that the effects of candidate extremity are similar across 

countries despite the variations described above, the generalizability of our findings will 

increase. 

Procedure and Stimulus Material 

In both experiments, participants first answered a pre-treatment questionnaire that 

measured their demographics, political interest, ideological self-placement, party identification, 

and policy attitudes (for full question wording, see Online Appendix C). Then, an introductory 

text informed participants that they will be shown five pairs of hypothetical candidates running 

for a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives (in the U.S.) or in the Israeli Parliament, the 
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Knesset (in Israel). Following this introduction, participants saw five successive pairs of same-

party candidates and were asked each time to pick the one they preferred would be elected. 

Consistent with previous conjoint experiments in political science (Franchino and Zucchini 

2015; Kirkland and Coppock 2018), party labels were not manipulated so that our respondents 

will use other information—specifically, candidates’ issue positions and rhetoric—to determine 

whom to support. Overall, our observed data contain 20,060 profiles in the U.S. (2,006 

respondents x 5 choice tasks x 2 profiles per task) and 19,990 profiles in Israel (1,999 

respondents x 5 choice tasks x 2 profiles per task). 

To test for potential partisanship effects, a random half of each sample chose between 

two candidates from their in-party, and a random half chose between two candidates from their 

out-party. As is recommended in conjoint experiments (Bansak, Hainmueller, Hopkins, and 

Yamamoto 2021), randomization to in- or out-party was done across respondents but not across 

tasks. For instance, a participant in the U.S. experiment identifying as Republican would either 

choose five times between two Republican candidates (if assigned randomly to the in-party 

condition) or five times between two Democratic candidates (if assigned randomly to the out-

party condition).1 By randomizing to in- and out-party we can test, for example, whether out-

partisans are penalized for extremity more heavily than in-partisans (Stone 2017; Utych 2020a). 

 
1 In the Israeli multiparty system, one’s in-party was the party she said she feels closest to. The 

out-party was determined as follows. Respondents whose in-party was from the center-left 

ideological bloc (Yesh Atid, Blue and White, Labor, Joint List, Meretz, and Ra’am) received the 

right-wing Likud as their out-party, while respondents whose in-party was from the right 
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In each choice task, we randomized six candidate attributes. Table 1 presents all 

attributes and attribute levels in the U.S. experiment (see Table C2 in the Online Appendix for 

more details on the attribute levels in Israel). The first attribute we manipulated was the 

extremity of candidates’ issue positions. For each candidate, the table presented a single position 

on one of three salient policy issues. In the U.S., the issues were illegal immigration, gun control, 

and abortion. In Israel, the issues were the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Israel’s definition as a 

Jewish and Democratic state, and Israeli policy regarding Iran’s nuclear program. Importantly, 

we did not label the positions as extreme or moderate because different people understand the 

term extremity differently (Busby 2022). Instead, we verified, through a pre-test conducted with 

an independent sample in each country, that the positions were perceived as intended (for details 

on the pre-tests, see Online Appendix D). For each policy issue, we created four positions: 

extremely liberal, moderately liberal, moderately conservative, and extremely conservative. 

Participants were randomly shown one position per candidate, and the positions were always 

party-congruent (Bansak, Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2021). For example, in the U.S. 

experiment, Democratic candidates would always take (moderate or extreme) liberal positions, 

and Republican candidates would always take (moderate or extreme) conservative positions. 

The second attribute we manipulated was rhetorical extremity. To do so, we presented to 

respondents a recent statement made by the candidate, which represented either extreme or 

moderate rhetoric. Here, too, each table included one statement per candidate, and the statements 

were not labeled as extreme or moderate but were found, through a pre-test, to be perceived as 

 
ideological bloc (Likud, Shas, Yamina, Yehadut Hatorah, Israel Beitenu, Hatzionot Hadatit, and 

Tikva Hadasha) received the left-wing Labor as their out-party. 
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intended (see Online Appendix D). We operationalized rhetorical extremity using the three 

dimensions discussed above: intolerance, overconfidence, and cognitive simplicity. Since each 

choice task contained a single statement, one (random) rhetorical dimension was manipulated for 

each candidate. For each dimension of rhetorical extremity, we created an extreme statement 

representing high levels of that dimension (e.g., intolerant rhetoric) and a moderate statement 

representing low levels (e.g., tolerant rhetoric). 

In addition to issue position extremity and rhetorical extremity, we manipulated four 

other candidate attributes shown in prior research to predict candidate preference: gender (male, 

female), age (37, 45, 53, 61, 75), education (high school, university), and prior political 

experience (in the U.S.: No prior political experience, Mayor, State Legislator, U.S. 

Representative, U.S. Senator, Governor; in Israel: No prior political experience, Local Council 

Member, Mayor, Member of the Knesset, Minister). The additional attributes we manipulated are 

crucial for several reasons. First, they have been shown across many studies to influence 

candidate preference (e.g., Schwarz and Coppock 2022) and, therefore, should be accounted for. 

Second, they provide useful benchmarks against which we can evaluate the effect sizes of 

candidate extremity. Third, randomizing these candidate attributes reduces the chances that 

respondents will use manipulated attributes to update their beliefs about potentially confounding 

non-manipulated attributes (Dafoe, Zhang, and Caughey 2018). Finally, since all our covariates 

were randomly assigned, we contribute novel empirical evidence on their causal effects on 

candidate preference, independent of our theoretical focus on extremity. 

Table 1. Attributes and attribute levels – U.S. experiment. 

Attribute Attribute Levels 
Position Immigration:  
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• Extremely liberal: Creating a pathway to citizenship for all illegal 
immigrants in the country. 

• Moderately liberal: Creating a pathway to citizenship only for law-
abiding illegal immigrants. 

• Moderately conservative: Reducing incentives for illegal immigrants to 
stay in the country. 

• Extremely conservative: Deporting all illegal immigrants with no 
exceptions. 

Guns: 
• Extremely liberal: Prohibiting any citizen from owning a gun. 
• Moderately liberal: Requiring approval by local authorities to own a 

gun. 
• Moderately conservative: Allowing ownership of some types of guns, 

but banning assault weapons. 
• Extremely conservative: Allowing any citizen to own any type of gun, 

including assault weapons. 
Abortion:  
• Extremely liberal: Making abortion legal at any time during pregnancy. 
• Moderately liberal: Making abortion legal only in the early stages of 

pregnancy. 
• Moderately conservative: Banning abortion in some cases and allowing 

it in others. 
• Extremely conservative: Banning abortion in all cases, even if the 

mother’s life is endangered. 
Recent 
Statement 

Intolerance: 
• High: The views of those who disagree with me are illegitimate and 

unacceptable. 
• Low: This is the most appropriate solution, but it is legitimate to hold 

different views. 
Overconfidence: 
• High: I know everything there is to know about this issue, and I have no 

doubt this is the right solution. 
• Low: Based on the information I currently have, this appears to be the 

most appropriate solution. 
Cognitive simplicity: 
• High: This very simple solution is the only possible way to think about 

the issue. 
• Low: Among the different solutions that have been suggested, this one 

is the most appropriate. 
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Gender Female, Male 
Age 37, 45, 53, 61, 75 
Education High School, University 
Prior Political 
Experience 

No prior political experience, Mayor, State Legislator, U.S. Representative, 
U.S. Senator, Governor 

Figure 1 displays an example of a choice task that could be presented to respondents in 

the U.S. experiment. As the figure illustrates, both candidates are from the same party (in this 

example, Democratic). The issue shown randomly in this choice task is illegal immigration, and 

both Democratic candidates take a (party-congruent) liberal position. In this example, Candidate 

A takes an extremely liberal position by arguing that a pathway to citizenship should be created 

for all illegal immigrants. Candidate B, however, takes a moderately liberal stance by positing 

that a pathway to citizenship should only be created for some illegal immigrants, namely, those 

who are law-abiding. Next, rhetorical extremity is also manipulated. Candidate A uses moderate 

rhetoric by acknowledging there are different ways to think about the issue (i.e., his rhetoric is 

low on cognitive simplicity). Candidate B, however, presents extreme rhetoric by arguing she 

knows everything about the issue and has no doubt about her view (i.e., her rhetoric is high on 

overconfidence). As the rest of the table shows, each choice task also randomly varied 

candidates’ age, gender, education, and prior political experience. In this example, Candidate A 

is a 45-year-old male with higher education who has experience as a state legislator, while 

Candidate B is a 53-year-old female with no higher education who has experience as a governor. 
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Figure 1. Example of a choice task (U.S. experiment). 

Analysis Strategy 

Our dependent variable is candidate choice, measured by asking respondents which 

candidate they would prefer to be elected if they had to decide (see Figure 1). In line with the 
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pre-registered protocol, the main quantity of interest we are estimating is the Average Marginal 

Component Effect (AMCE) of each attribute, which represents the overall effect of that attribute, 

averaged across all other attributes that appear in the conjoint table (Bansak, Hainmueller, 

Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2022; Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014). We estimated 

AMCEs using the cregg package in R (Leeper 2018) and ran linear probability models with 

standard errors clustered at the respondent level. 

The AMCE indicates the average change in the probability that a candidate profile will be 

selected when it includes the listed attribute level, as compared to that attribute’s baseline level. 

For example, an AMCE of 0.04 (or 4 percentage points) for being a female (as opposed to male) 

candidate indicates that the estimated level of support for female candidates is 4 percentage 

points higher than the estimated level of support for male candidates. In line with the pre-

registered protocol, we also estimated marginal means (shown in Online Appendix E) to assist us 

in interpreting the results. Marginal means reflect the probability that a candidate profile will be 

selected when it contains a certain attribute level (Leeper, Hobolt, and Tilley 2020). In conjoint 

experiments with two profiles per choice task, like those employed here, marginal means average 

0.5 by definition, with values above (below) 0.5 indicating that the attribute level increases 

(decreases) profile favorability. To use the same example, an AMCE of 0.04 for being female (as 

opposed to male) is equivalent to marginal means of 0.52 (or a 52 percent probability) for 

selecting female candidates and 0.48 (or a 48 percent probability) for selecting male candidates. 

In addition to testing the main effect of each manipulated attribute on candidate 

preference, we have conducted four exploratory analyses, three of them pre-registered. All four 

exploratory analyses test for potential interaction effects by presenting the main results broken 

down according to the levels of the potential moderator (Kirkland and Coppock 2018). To 
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compare estimates across subgroups, we followed Leeper et al.’s (2020) approach: instead of 

comparing AMCEs, which are sensitive to the chosen baseline category, we compared the 

marginal means of selecting a candidate profile across subgroups. 

As a first pre-registered exploratory analysis, we test whether the effects of candidate 

extremity are conditional on respondents’ ideological extremity. If voters prefer candidates 

whose ideology is similar to their own (Shor and Rogowski 2018), ideologically moderate 

respondents should penalize extreme candidates more heavily than ideologically extreme 

respondents. However, if voters prefer candidates who are more extreme than them (e.g., in order 

to pull policy in their direction; Kedar 2005), then ideologically moderate respondents should 

penalize moderate candidates more heavily than ideologically extreme respondents. To measure 

respondents’ ideology, we asked them to place themselves on a 0–10 scale ranging from 

extremely liberal to extremely conservative. We consider as extreme those respondents who 

answered 0, 1, 9, or 10. 

As a second pre-registered exploratory analysis, we test whether the extremity of 

respondents’ issue attitudes conditions the effects of candidate extremity. Attitude extremity is a 

more fine-grained measure of citizens’ preexisting preferences than general ideological 

extremity, as it captures their views on the specific issues discussed by the candidates. To 

measure attitude extremity, we asked respondents, using a 1–5 scale, for their attitudes on the 

three issues that could be shown in the table. We consider as having extreme attitudes those 

respondents who gave the most extreme response (1 or 5, depending on the direction of the 

scale) to all three policy items. 

Our third (non-pre-registered) exploratory analysis examines whether the effects of 

candidate extremity are conditional on citizens’ partisanship strength. This additional test builds 
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on the finding that, both in the U.S. and in multiparty systems like Israel, citizens’ behavior is 

strongly influenced by their attachment to political parties (Westwood et al. 2018). Due to 

partisan attachment, strong partisans may be less likely than weak partisans to penalize in-party 

extremists or more likely to penalize out-party extremists. To measure partisanship strength, we 

used standard measures of party identification in each country, followed by a question probing 

the strength of that identification (for full question wording, see Online Appendix C). 

As a final pre-registered exploratory analysis, we examine the interaction between 

candidates’ issue position extremity and their rhetorical extremity. This analysis allows us to 

assess whether, for example, a candidate whose positions and rhetoric are both extreme is 

penalized more heavily than a candidate showing only one dimension of extremity. Another 

question we can explore with this test is whether the penalty for extreme issue positions can be 

strategically reduced by using moderate rhetoric, or vice versa (Acree, Gross, Smith, Sim, and 

Boydstun 2020). 

Results 
Main Effects 

Figure 2 presents the main results of the U.S. experiment, and Figure 3 does so for the 

Israeli experiment. In both figures, the y-axis displays the manipulated attributes and all their 

levels, and the x-axis presents the Average Marginal Component Effect (AMCE) of each 

attribute level (as compared to that attribute’s baseline category) and its 95% confidence interval. 

Note that two AMCEs are presented for each attribute level: black triangles represent the 

AMCEs for respondents in the in-party condition, and gray circles represent AMCEs for 

respondents in the out-party condition. To ensure our results are not sensitive to the baseline 

level chosen for each attribute (Leeper, Hobolt, and Tilley 2020), we complemented these 
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AMCEs with marginal means. However, since the marginal means do not alter any of our 

conclusions, they are presented in Online Appendix E. 
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Figure 2. Average Marginal Component Effect (AMCE), U.S. Experiment. Notes. Horizontal 

lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Black triangles represent AMCEs for respondents in 

the in-party condition; gray circles represent AMCEs for respondents in the out-party condition. 
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Figure 3. Average Marginal Component Effect (AMCE), Israeli Experiment. Notes. Horizontal 

lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Black triangles represent AMCEs for respondents in 

the in-party condition; gray circles represent AMCEs for respondents in the out-party condition. 

 

The results of both our experiments clearly indicate that citizens penalize extreme 

candidates. Compared to the baseline category of taking moderate issue positions, taking extreme 

issue positions decreases candidate support substantially and statistically significantly in all 

cases. In the U.S., the estimated level of support for an in-party candidate taking an extreme 

position is 8 percentage points (95% CI, 6–10) lower than support for an in-party candidate 

taking a moderate position. The estimated level of support for an out-party candidate taking an 

extreme position is 23 percentage points (95% CI, 21–25) lower than support for an out-party 

candidate taking a moderate position. The results in Israel are highly similar: we observe 

decreases of 13 percentage points (95% CI, 10–15) and 23 percentage points (95% CI, 20–25) in 

citizens’ support for in-party and out-party candidates who take extreme issue positions, 

respectively. Overall, these results demonstrate that (a) citizens across countries penalize both in-

party and out-party candidates who take extreme issue positions and (b) the penalty for extremity 

is larger for out-party candidates. 

When examining the effects of extreme rhetoric, a similar pattern emerges. Again, the 

effects of extremity are substantively large and statistically significant in all cases. In the U.S., 

the estimated level of support for an in-party candidate using extreme rhetoric is 15 percentage 

points (95% CI, 13–17) lower than support for an in-party candidate using moderate rhetoric. 

The estimated level of support for an out-party candidate using extreme rhetoric is 11 percentage 

points (95% CI, 9–14) lower than support for an out-party candidate using moderate rhetoric. 
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The results in Israel are again similar, with 19 percentage points (95% CI, 16–21) and 18 

percentage points (95% CI, 16–20) decreases in citizens’ support for in- and out-party candidates 

who use extreme rhetoric, respectively. Overall, citizens across countries penalize both in-party 

and out-party candidates who use extreme rhetoric, and the penalty is similar in magnitude for 

the in- and out-party. 

Next, we examine the influence of the four other candidate attributes that were 

manipulated. First, we find that citizens prefer female over male candidates in three of four cases 

(the only insignificant result is observed for out-party candidates in the U.S.). The effects sizes 

range from 1 to 5 percentage points across experiments with an average of 3 percentage points. 

Second, citizens penalize old candidates. Compared to the baseline category of 37 years, 

candidates who are 75 are penalized across contexts. We observe statistically significant 

decreases in support that range from 5 to 10 percentage points with an average of 6 percentage 

points. No significant penalties are observed for candidates aged 45, 53, or 61, when compared 

to the baseline category of 37. Third, citizens prefer candidates with higher education over 

candidates with high school education. The increases in favorability are statistically significant 

across contexts, and their magnitude ranges from 4 to 6 percentage points with an average of 5 

percentage points. Finally, citizens penalize inexperienced candidates. Compared to the baseline 

category of having no prior political experience, we observe mostly significant increases in 

favorability for experienced candidates. The effect sizes range from 3 to 11 percentage points—

depending on the country and level of prior experience—with an average of 7 percentage points. 

The effects of our manipulated covariates on candidate preference are generally 

consistent with prior research (e.g., Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014; Roberts and 

Wolak 2022; Schwarz and Coppock 2022). In addition to corroborating the findings of past 
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studies, comparing the estimated effects of the manipulated covariates to the effects of candidate 

extremity reveals that the extremity penalty is larger (often much larger), on average, than the 

effects of all other attributes we have examined. This includes such critical characteristics for 

candidates who seek political office as having prior experience or higher education. 

Interaction Effects 

To test for potential conditional effects, we estimated the marginal means of selecting a 

candidate’s profile, broken down by the levels of each moderator (Leeper, Hobolt, and Tilley 

2020). Our first pre-registered exploratory analysis examines whether the effects of candidate 

extremity (of both types) are conditional on the ideological extremity of respondents. As Figures 

4 and 5 show, across countries, both moderate and extreme respondents penalize both in- and 

out-party candidates for extreme rhetoric. Respondents in both countries also consistently 

penalize out-party candidates for extreme issue positions. However, in both countries, the most 

ideologically extreme respondents do not penalize in-party politicians for extreme issue 

positions. 

As a second pre-registered exploratory analysis, we examined whether the results vary by 

respondents’ attitude extremity. As Figures F1 and F2 in the Online Appendix show, the results 

confirm those obtained using respondents’ general ideological extremity as a moderator. Here, 

too, an extremity penalty is observed in all cases except for respondents with extreme issue 

attitudes who encounter extreme issue positions by in-party candidates. 

As a third (non-pre-registered) exploratory analysis, we examine whether the effects of 

candidate extremity are conditional on citizens’ partisan strength. Figures F3 and F4 in the 

Online Appendix indicate an extremity penalty in all cases, though in both countries the penalty 

tends to be somewhat smaller among strong (as compared to weak) partisans. 
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Our final pre-registered exploratory analysis examines the interaction between 

candidates’ issue position extremity and their rhetorical extremity. Figures F5 and F6 in the 

Online Appendix show similar patterns in both countries: citizens penalize candidates for 

extreme issue positions, except when an in-party candidate uses moderate rhetoric, and they 

citizens penalize candidates for extreme rhetoric, except when an out-party candidate takes 

moderate issue positions. 

 
Figure 4. Results by respondent ideological extremity, U.S. experiment. 
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Figure 5. Results by respondent ideological extremity, Israeli experiment. 
 

Sensitivity Analyses 

To assess the robustness of our results, we have conducted two additional (non-pre-

registered) analyses. First, for each pair of candidates, our experiments presented to respondents 

policy positions on one of three issues. To ensure the effects of extreme positions are not driven 

by a single issue, Figures G1–G6 in the Online Appendix present the marginal means of 

selecting a candidate profile for each issue separately. In the U.S., the results are consistent in 

five of six cases; the only exception is that citizens do not penalize in-party candidates for 

extreme positions on illegal immigration. In Israel, citizens penalize extreme candidates across 

issues. 
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Second, in each choice task, the rhetoric of each candidate varied one of three dimensions 

of extremity: intolerance, overconfidence, or cognitive simplicity. To examine whether some 

dimensions are more influential than others, Figures G7 and G8 in the Online Appendix present 

marginal means for each rhetorical element. Findings show that intolerance and overconfidence 

decrease candidate favorability. However, cognitive simplicity exhibits relatively weak effects in 

Israel, and non-significant effects in the U.S. 

Discussion 

We demonstrate that, relative to moderate candidates, extreme candidates are punished 

electorally. This finding, which is based on evidence from two pre-registered conjoint 

experiments conducted in the U.S. and Israel, is robust. First, we obtain similar results across two 

very different political systems. The fact that institutional context does not moderate the effect of 

extremity on candidate preference increases the generalizability of our conclusions. Second, we 

observe independent penalties for extreme content and style: citizens not only sanction 

candidates who offer radical solutions to societal problems (e.g., by stating that all illegal 

immigrants should be deported with no exceptions) but also penalize candidates whose 

communication style signals rigidity and dogmatism (e.g., by arguing that opposing views are 

illegitimate). Third, our respondents penalize extremists from both their in-party and out-party. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that when given a choice, citizens prefer moderate 

representatives over extreme ones. 

The effects we document for candidate extremity are substantively large. Across the two 

experiments, the average penalty for holding extreme (as compared to moderate) issue positions 

is a 17-percentage point decrease in candidate preference (range: 8–23), and the average penalty 

for using extreme rhetoric is 16 percentage points (range: 11–19). The penalty for extremity was 
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found to be larger, on average, than the effect of any other candidate attribute examined here, 

including such critical aspects for those who run for political office as having prior political 

experience (Kirkland and Coppock 2018). The fact that our covariates were randomly assigned is 

not only useful as a point of comparison; it also increases the realism of the choice task presented 

to subjects. In real elections, voters face various trade-offs and consider multiple candidate 

attributes, of which extremity is only one aspect. Our findings suggest that extremity predicts 

candidate preference even in the presence of additional information about candidates’ 

backgrounds that can potentially attenuate its effects (Rogowski and Sutherland 2016). 

Our results regarding the role of extreme issue positions contribute to ongoing debates 

about whether voters penalize candidates who take extreme policy stances. We contribute 

valuable evidence to this debate that (a) covers two political systems, which increases 

generalizability; (b) is experimental, which facilitates causal identification; and (c) leverages the 

proven advantages of conjoint designs for studying multidimensional preferences (Bansak, 

Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2021; Kertzer, Renshon, and Yarhi-Milo 2021). The 

penalty we observe for extreme positions is in line with the theoretical claim that citizens use 

policy congruence to decide which candidate to support (Shor and Rogowski 2018). Prior studies 

show that most citizens have moderate preferences (e.g., Fowler et al. 2022); here, we show that 

when given a choice, most people prefer candidates who are similarly moderate. 

The strong and consistent penalty candidates face for using extreme rhetoric confirms 

recent findings suggesting that politicians have little to gain from adopting a harsh rhetorical 

style (Costa 2021; Frimer and Skitka 2018; Gervais 2021). In contrast to the common—yet 

largely untested—belief that extreme rhetoric can help politicians garner public support (e.g., 

Gutmann 2007), our experiments indicate that this type of communication is ineffective and even 
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counterproductive. Our finding that extreme rhetoric influences candidate preference above and 

beyond the issue positions politicians take is consistent with past work showing that citizens 

react to elites’ rhetorical strategies independently of their policy positions (Grose, Malhotra, and 

Parks Van Houweling 2015; Rogowski and Stone 2020). Hence, future attempts to investigate 

the impact of elite extremity on citizens can benefit from considering rhetorical style 

independently of issue positions. 

Our findings introduce a puzzle for the study of mass-elite linkages. If citizens prefer 

moderate candidates, as we have shown here, how come the positions and rhetoric of political 

elites have become so extreme (Bartels 2016; Lupu 2015; McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2016; 

Moral 2017)? Even though our experimental data cannot speak to this question, we can raise 

several possibilities based on prior research. One explanation may be that politicians misperceive 

the public’s preferences (Broockman and Skovron 2018; Sevenans, Soontjens, and Walgrave 

2022). If this is the case, perhaps elites become (or present themselves as) extreme because they 

believe citizens are more extreme than they actually are. Another possibility is that politicians 

are aware of public opinion but choose to cater to the preferences of the most extreme voters 

(Bafumi and Herron 2010). A third option is that candidates’ policy positions reflect stable 

convictions that do not respond systematically to voters’ preferences (Bartels 2016). Finally, 

politicians may prefer to reap the short-term benefits of appearing extreme, such as heightened 

media attention (Wagner and Gruszczynski 2018), even at the risk of being penalized electorally. 

Our study leaves open several questions that should be taken up by future work. First, our 

data cannot speak to the question of mechanisms of influence. Do citizens, who are mostly 

moderate, penalize extremists because they feel extremists do not represent their views? Perhaps 

strategic considerations drive the effect such that citizens assume extremists are less likely to be 
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elected than moderates? Or maybe citizens use extremity to infer other candidate attributes we 

did not manipulate, such as certain personality traits people deem undesirable? Second, our 

experiments simulate a choice between hypothetical candidates on which people could not have 

any prior knowledge. In the real world, however, new information interacts with preexisting 

knowledge, which often attenuates observed effect sizes (McDonald 2020). Finally, although 

previous work shows that conjoint experiments yield externally valid estimates (Hainmueller, 

Hangartner, and Yamamoto 2015), we acknowledge that vote choice in the real world may 

operate differently from the way we have examined it here. For example, we forced people to 

choose based on positions and rhetoric, but it is possible that in the real world citizens give little 

weight to candidate ideology (Achen and Bartels 2017) and focus instead on attributes we did 

not manipulate here. While we encourage future research to explore these questions, we believe 

the findings presented here shed important new light on the impact of extreme positions and 

rhetoric on candidate preference. 
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